TGI(Φ) Day!
When: Friday, April 13, 4:00 P.M.
Where: Tequila Cove (a.k.a. C. O. Jones)

Anyone who correctly completes and hands in (to Doug Owings) the following crossword puzzle will receive one free beverage, compliments of the good Professor Beall.

ACROSS
1. (with 20 and 34 across) learned like Sellars
10. knows
11. what a hyper peripatetic would do
12. Cogito finisher
13. resembling a closed curve in space
14. Frege's conjunction
19. king of France
20. (with 1 and 34 across) learned like Sellars;
   (Or, what psychologists do poorly)
22. hoppy drink
23. end
24. philosopher's spice
26. role in publication
27. eye
28. what one might say when one thinks to oneself, “oh no”.
32. logical operator
33. bring up
34. (with 1 and 20 across) learned like Sellars;
   (Or, range between size and intellect)
36. Kierkegaard's home (abbr.)
37. result of nominalization
38. non-reflexive fam. relation
40. likes leftovers

DOWN
2. non-casual dependence relation
3. gap filler
4. to wit
5. an appearance ____ red
6. local ecological bartender
7. applies to
8. equestrian nomad
9. persistent
15. negator
16. accomplished
17. algebra method
18. big snakes, for short
21. small British drink
22. a Bridge club (sometimes)
25. logical ____
26. obligatory
29. home of meaning, for some
30. tattle
31. ____ for the sake of argument. (Or, “how the hell did you get a ___?”)
35. (see below)
39. primitive construction language term

35 Down. There are five graduate students (Armandoo, Antonrio, Actavrio, Andronio and Amaretto) working in a row of five desks in a cramped office, each desk being a different color. Each student uses a different text editor, reads a different philosopher, and believes a different ethical theory. Armandoo is working at the red desk. Antonrio reads Plato. Actavrio uses OpenOffice. The green desk is to the left of the white desk. The student at the green desk uses TeXnicCenter. The utilitarian reads Spinoza. The student at the yellow desk is a deontologist. The student at the center desk uses Emacs. Amaretto is working at the first desk. The virtue ethicist is working next to the student who reads Russell. The student who reads Sartre is working next to the deontologist. The moral nihilist uses MS Word. Andronio is an egoist. Amaretto is working next to the blue desk. The virtue ethicist is next to the student who uses KEDIT. Who reads Hegel?